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Abstract—With the increase of natural disasters all over the
world, we are in crucial need of innovative solutions with
inexpensive implementations to assist the emergency response
systems. Information collected through conventional sources (e.g.,
incident reports, 911 calls, physical volunteers, etc.) are proving
to be insufficient [1]. Responsible organizations are now leaning
towards research grounds that explore digital human connectivity
and freely available sources of information. U.S. Geological
Survey and Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
introduced Critical Lifeline (CLL)s which identifies the most
significant areas that require immediate attention in case of
natural disasters. These organizations applied crowdsourcing by
connecting digital volunteer networks to collect data on the
critical lifelines from data sources including social media [3],
[4], [5]. In the past couple of years, during some of the deadly
hurricanes (e.g., Harvey, IRMA, Maria, Michael, Florence, etc.),
people took on different social media platforms like never seen
before, in search of help for rescue, shelter, and relief. Their
posts reflect crisis updates and their real-time observations on
the devastation that they witness. In this paper, we propose
a methodology to build and analyze time-frequency features
of words on social media to assist the volunteer networks in
identifying the context before, during and after a natural disaster
and distinguishing contexts connected to the critical lifelines.
We employ Continuous Wavelet Transform to help create word
features and propose two ways to reduce the dimensions which
we use to create word clusters to identify themes of conversations
associated with stages of a disaster and these lifelines. We
compare two different methodologies of wavelet features and
word clusters both qualitatively and quantitatively, to show that
wavelet features can identify and separate context without using
semantic information as inputs.

Index Terms—Hurricanes, Disaster Response, Wavelet Analy-
sis, Clustering, Social Media

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, social media has proved to be an enor-

mous source of real-time information during a crisis period.

From SOS messages to alerts and guidelines from authorities,

social media has been an easy and fast platform to broadcast

valuable information in the times of need when the alternative

to the traditional means [1]. Although social media text has

been a popular platform of research, crisis analysis on social

media still needs efficient and automated approaches that are

alternative to the traditional text mining [6], [7]. The hurri-

canes past year brought many support groups together through

social media. Volunteer networks were built to draw attention

Figure 1: Tweets during hurricanes: 1-2 The before and after

the status of a group of elderly people drowning in flood water

who were rescued and put into a safe shelter, 3 the water level

in a residential area after seven days after the flood hit Texas.

4 a relief centers to feed the flood victims two times daily, 5-6

dogs trapped in the water trying to float on remains and the

captions gives the location and pets being rescued by a team,

7 Information about a missing woman is posted along with

her photo, 8 a volunteer is rescuing an elderly woman using

a jet ski.

for rescue request, finding safe shelters and relief inquiries [8].

People in need of immediate help wrote posts for themselves,

their friends, families, and neighbors. Numerous social media

groups were created to coordinate the search, rescue and relief

process. Snapshots of a collection of tweets are shown in

fig. 1 that were made during hurricane Harvey. The tweet

snaps convey both the sides of the victims the and helpers.

There are SOS messages including missing reports, search and

rescue requests, flooded landscape, humans and pets stranded

in water; as well as relief management and rescue operations

handled by the government and non-government authorities

and volunteers. The tweet snaps show that social media has

been an efficient and effective communication platform for the

exchange of real-time crisis information. FEMA has defined

key aspects of information collection during natural disasters

that are significant for efficient response. These aspects, termed
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Table I: Example of tweets matching lifelines

Lifeline Sub-topic Tweet Example

Safety and Security
Evacuation Heard one woman say this morning she decided not to evacuate Florida despite Hurricane Michael. She

said she wasn’t one to back away from a fight. Wondering if she realizes she can’t exactly pull out an
AR-15 and scare the storm into submission.

Fatality Thousands of people missing after Hurricane Michael; death toll at 17
Rescue A Florida couple was trapped by a collapsing wall while trying to escape Hurricane Michael. Neighbors

sprang into action to rescue them

Food, water, and shelter
A few of our Noles loaded 54 trucks with 40,000 bottles of water and 125,00 cases of food with the
local food bank to send to areas affected by Hurricane Michael.
After Hurricane Michael, food is spoiling quickly, so residents,clamor for ice. Bottled water is a must.
And gasoline is becoming,increasingly scarce.

Health and Medical
Hospitals baymedicalctr in Panama City, FL had over 200 patients when Hurricane Michael made landfall. All

have been transported to other hospitals. It is on generator power but ER is still open. Many of the staff
working lost their homes in storm.

Pharmacy A mobile pharmacy is located in the Marianna Walmart parking lot,and will provide prescriptions,
immunizations and general resources for those,impacted by Hurricane Michael. The pharmacy will
temporarily operate 9 a.m.,to 7 p.m. daily.

Energy
Power After riding Hurricane Michael out in a Panama City motel as the,walls shook & cracked, I had no power

or cell service for days. I spent,two sleepless nights in a shelter & a rental car. I even injured my leg.
Fuel This island is now in ruins after Hurricane Michael More than 230,000 are still without power. Drivers

are lining up for hours to get fuel. And residents in the hardest-hit areas are relying on airdropped food
and water to survive. And you give them a website?

Transportation
Broken bridge Houlihan Bridge closed to maritime traffic before and during Hurricane Michael
Broken road The road that leads into Cape San Blas Florida, lays broken in the sun on Saturday, October 13, three

days after Hurricane Michael roared ashore.
Communications Drones are helping provide cell signal in the panhandle. Network recovery operations ongoing in aftermath

of Hurricane Michael

as Critical Lifelines (CLL) are: i) safety and security, ii) food,

water, and shelter, iii) health and medical, iv) energy (power

and fuel), v) communications, vi) traffic and transportation,

and vii) hazardous waste [2]. Information that falls under

these lifelines is crucial for emergency response. Some of

these lifelines have their own sub-topics which are more

specific to comprehend. These lifelines can be reflected in

social media posts during a disaster. The lifelines along with

their sub-topics and example tweets are presented in table. I.

These critical lifelines have well-defined definitions and in

some cases, subtopics. For example, the first CLL is ‘safety

and security’, by definition this CLL captures information

regarding evacuation, search and rescue processes, missing

people, etc. The fifth CLL ‘power and gas station’ tracks

information on power stations, availability electricity and gas

stations. These sub-topics do not necessarily co-occur, for

example, security issues and missing people are not likely

to be part of the same tweet. We analyze these lifelines by

projecting them on the wavelet features. Currently, the process

of identifying information from various data sources, that are

aligned with these lifelines, is done manually.

In this paper, we propose a method to identify and dis-

tinguish the context from tweets that are commonly used

to reflect different stages and aspects during a natural dis-

aster and compare them with the lifelines. We propose an

unsupervised, multiresolution approach to extract i) wavelet

features in reduced dimensions, and used them to explore

ii) context distribution from before, during, and after the

hurricane, and iii) context around the CLL. We show that our

method presents a feature space to represent transient social

media posts, which does not require large coherent context.

The method can be converted into real-time and can sustain

traditional text operations (e.g., semantic similarity). The end-

to-end pipeline of the proposed framework is illustrated in

fig. 2. The three key sections of the pipeline are a representing

deconstructed tweets as temporal signals, creating wavelet

features in reduced dimensions an applying the features in

identifying the context around different stages and different

CLL(s).

II. DATA

We used the standard search API of Twitter to collect tweets

related to hurricane Michael. The standard search API provides

a collection of tweets that are most relevant to the query

used. It does not provide the full list of users or tweets but

a sample that fits the search filters. The mandatory filter is

query and the rest are optional. The filters that we used in

the search request to collect relevant tweets include i) query

terms(‘q’) (’hurricane + michael’ and ‘florida + hurricane’), ii)
language(‘lang’) which was set to English for convenience, iii)
start date(‘since’), iv) end date(‘until’) and v) number of tweets

to retrieve (‘count’). These filters return a relevant sample of

the total tweets that match the search criteria. In this paper, we

analyze tweets collected between October 10th and October

16th. The total number of tweets collected in these seven days

is 95,406.

III. RELATED WORK

Social media, especially Twitter is not a stranger to the

researchers when it comes to analyzing those who are affected

by disasters and those who are responsible for the manage-

ment. One of the problems in this area is getting annotated

data. In most cases, the authors manually annotate the tweets

or use unsupervised learning to identify groups within the
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Figure 2: End-to-end pipeline for analyzing context distribution

data. In [9], the authors manually annotated a small sample

(0.7%) of the twitter messages on hurricane Irene to classify

them as concerned or unconcerned with MaxEnt Decision

Tree, Naive Bayes algorithms. Tweets related to Hurricane

Sandy was the most popular hurricane data to be researched

with supervised learning [6], [10]–[13]. In [10], the authors

analyzed three different disasters (e.g., hurricane Sandy and

Moore, Oklahoma Tornado and Boston marathon bombing)

to show that they differ in terms of foreknowledge, duration,

severity, and news media coverage. A Bayesian approach

was used to classify tweets during Hurricane Sandy with

binary tags ”informational” and ”conversational” in [6]. The

authors compared Naı̈ve Bayes with a bag-of-words approach

and validated with accuracy and F1 score. Credibility has

always been a challenge for social media data. In [14], the

authors identified credible users by applying classification with

features extracted from user profile metadata. In the question

of credibility, disaster-related images on Twitter have also been

a popular research topic. The authors in [13] characterized

identified patterns in temporal, social reputation and influence

for the spread of fake images during hurricane Sandy. An

analysis of the use of Twitter in local municipalities was

explored with mixed-methods research effort in [12]. Another

relevant research is presented in [15] where the authors created

an unsupervised learning tool, CorEx that can extract and

classify disaster-related words from Tweets during known

emergencies. Other than hurricanes, disaster-related messages

from floods [7], landfalls [16], earthquakes, wildfires were

all explored by research communities. Features used in both

supervised and unsupervised learning include the time of

the tweet, hashtags, word frequency, information score, word

embeddings, etc. A very similar research perspective to our

is presented in [11] where the authors analyzed the content

distribution of tweets during a crisis (e.g., hurricane Sandy)

with hashtag trends and frequency, total impression, re-tweet

rate, etc.

In this paper, we propose a methodology to create features

using the wavelet transform text data. The method is an

extension of the work presented in [17] where we introduce

Continuous Wavelet Transform as a way to structure tweets.

The use of wavelet analysis on Twitter data was also seen

in [18] and [19] for event detection using Discrete Wavelet

Transform where the authors reflect on the correlation of topics

being reflected on different scales of a wavelet.

IV. SIGNAL REPRESENTATION

We build a vocabulary of English words extracted from all

the tweets in the input sample. First, we tokenize the tweets

into a list of unigrams after removing duplicate words, stop

words, numbers, and symbols. The vocabulary is constructed

by unigrams that are validated with English language corpus

in Python’s Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK). Each post is

tokenized into a list of words (i.e., context words) that are in

the vocabulary. We select words with frequency pruning and

Figure 3: Data conversion structure by CWT
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take the top 75% of the words. These context words are then

represented by numeric vectors binned by a fixed duration of

time. In this paper, we choose one hour as the bin duration.

The fixed duration also represents sampling. For amplitude,

we used document frequency which is defined by the number

of documents (tweets) containing a word in a bin. We bin

the context words in the vocabulary by a fixed duration. The

process of converting tweets into tokens, binned by a fixed

time duration is explained in our previous work [17].

V. WAVELET FEATURES

After creating word signals from the input sample we extract

features with CWT. These features are then reduced with two

multiresolution dimension reduction techniques.

A. Continuous Wavelets Transform

We apply Continuous Wavelets Transform (CWT) on the

temporal representations of words with Morlet wavelet [20],

[21] as mother wavelet and pre-defined number of scales. Each

word signal is converted into a matrix of wavelet coefficients

as illustrated in fig. 3. The time bins of the word signal

going into the CWT are represented by t1, t2, ..., tn and the

document frequencies for a word signal si are represented by

df1, df2, ..., dfn. CWT transforms the signal to a matrix C of

Figure 4: The signal representation, wavelet coefficients and

mapping of pre-defined scales with obtained frequencies of

the signals

Figure 5: Four ranges of scales

size n x r where r represents the number of scales r. Wavelet

coefficient cjk1(i) is the coefficient of ith word in jth bin st

kth scale.

C(ui) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

c11(i) c12(i) c13(i) . . . c1n(i)
c21(i) c22(i) c23(i) . . . c2n(i)

...
...

...
. . .

...

cr1(i) cr2(i) cr3(i) . . . crn(i)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

An example of the temporal representation and the scalo-

gram of the wavelet transform of the word ‘help’ is illustrated

in fig. 4. The x-axis shows the time bins and the y-axis shows

the scales. Frequency and scale have inverse properties where

the low-frequency components are obtained by the higher

scales and high-frequency components are obtained by the

lower scales. The characteristics of the signals are prominent

and distinguishable for the high-frequency components and

are fuzzy for the low-frequency components. Fig. 5 shows

the scalograms of the same word signal in fig. 4 divided

in four ranges of scales. The low scales (high-frequency

components) demonstrates the strongest signals. In this paper,

we consider wavelet coefficients that represent the first 32

scales for analysis.

B. Multiresolution Dimension Reduction

We applied two techniques of dimension reduction to reduce

the coefficient matrices of word signals in order to create a

feature set that can be used in further analysis. Vectorization

and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) were used in both

the methods for reducing the dimensions of the wavelet

coefficients. The reduced principal components (PC)s are used

in context analysis such as, clustering to find words that

are similar in the time-frequency domain. We compare these

methods of creating word features from wavelet coefficients by

observing their performance in the cluster analysis. The cap-

tured variance of adding each principal component is shown

in fig. 8. We compare these methods of creating word features
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Figure 6: Data dimensions in all-scale PCA

Figure 7: Data dimensions in multiscale PCA

from wavelet coefficients by observing their performance in

clustering. The steps followed in the two methods are as

follows:

1) All-Scale PCA: In this method, we first vectorize the

wavelet coefficient matrix of each word with size r×n, where

r = the number of preset scales and n = the number of times

bins. Then, we apply PCA on the vectors and select the top p,

where p � r× n. The top four principal components capture

95% of the total variance displayed in the top figure in 8.

Fig. 6 illustrates the data dimensions in the pipeline.

2) Multiscale PCA: In this method, we create a principal

component for every scale by apply PCA on all the features for

each scale. Then, we take the top component for each scale.

This method is used in [22] for statistically analyzing wavelet

coefficients. The size of the new feature set would be m× r
where m = the number of words and r = the number of preset

scales. The variance captured by the increases with higher

scales which means the low-frequency components capture

more overall variance, displayed in the bottom figure in 8.

The data dimension of this pipeline is given in fig. 7.

VI. CONTEXT DISTRIBUTION AROUND STAGES WITH

CLUSTERING

In this experiment, we take three samples from before,

during and after the hurricane hits the ground. We fuse the

posts from all three samples and separate them time by

adding a day in between. By applying K-means clustering

algorithm, we compare the two features by observing their

performances in building three identifiable word clusters from

the fused tweet sample. Clustering highlight different themes

of conversation on Twitter at different stages of the hurricane.

K-Means clustering algorithm creates k clusters by computing

distance between data and centroids through multiple iter-

ations. K-Means initializes random co-ordinates as cluster

centroids, separates clusters by comparing the distance be-

tween data points from centroids, calculates a loss function

and updates the centroids for every iteration until the loss

Figure 8: Captured variance by both methods of dimension

reduction

function converges. We calculate the within-cluster sum of

squared distances for k = 1, 2, 3, ..., 10 showed in fig. 9 to

obtain the best k = number of clusters. In both the dimension

reduction methods, the within-cluster sum of squared distances

provides diminishing return after k = 3. We also observe that

the within-cluster sum of squared distances for k = 3 using all-

scale PCA is lower than that of multiscale PCA. To compare

the performances of the features in correctly identifying the

Figure 9: Sum of squared distances for different k
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Figure 10: Word signals in the reduced space with all-scale

PCA before (left) and after (right) clustering

initial samples, we labeled documents into our word cluster

using the information bottleneck method [23].

Accuracy =
Number of correctly identified instances

Number of total instances

The cluster separation for all-scale PCA features with K-

Means is showed in In fig. 10 where the stars represent the

centroids. For all-scale PCA, the x and y axes represent the

Figure 11: Data clusters for different scales with multiscale

PCA

Figure 12: Accuracy of correctly labeled documents

Figure 13: Accuracy of correctly labeled documents with

scales using multiscale PCA

first and second principal components respectively. We can

see in fig. 10 that K-means successfully separated the three

clusters. Multiscale PCA reduces the data for every scale. The

cluster representation is presented for every scale in 11. For

multiscale PCA the x and y axes represent the first and second

principal components respectively for scale. Cluster separation

of the words for 30 scales is shown in fig. 11. We calculate

accuracy to validate the document labeling with word clusters

and compare it with the baseline PCA of the word signals

(i.e., time-series PCA) displayed in fig. 12 with all-scale PCA

having 89.5%, multiscale PCA having 88.7% and time-series

PCA having 70.3% accuracy. The change of accuracy with

scales is shown in fig. 12. Notice the accuracy is much higher

between 20 to 25.

VII. CONTEXT DISTRIBUTION AROUND CLL(S) WITH

CLUSTERING

In this section, we compare our regular clusters with pre-

defined centroids with selected words related to the Critical

lifelines(CLL). CLL(s) are aspects of a disaster that are needed

for efficient response. We implement a clustering experiment

over seven days of hurricane Michael to find the closest

topics to the CLL(s). We select candidate words that are best

representatives of the CLL groups and are likely to co-occur.

The candidate words are shown in table. II. The candidate

words are selected from the definitions and different sub-

Table II: Candidate words for each CLL

Critical Lifelines Candidate Words
Safety and Security ‘safety’, ‘evacuate’, ‘search, ‘rescue’

Food, Water and Relief ‘food’, ‘water’,’relief’
Health ‘health’, ‘medical’, ‘hospital’
Power ‘electricity’, ‘power’, ‘energy’

Communication ‘phone’, ‘cell’, ‘network’ ‘
Transportation ‘traffic’, ‘road’, ‘flight’
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(a) Safety and Security (b) Food, Water and Relief (c) Health

(d) Electricity (e) Communication (f) Transportation

Figure 14: Normalized frequencies of words reflecting Critical Lifelines

categories of the CLL(s). Fig. 14 illustrate the frequencies of

some of the candidate words for the CLL(s) as a percentage

of all the words by day. The bar charts reflect the dominance

of the words in the first seven days after the hurricane hit

the land. In fig. 14a, the frequency of the words ‘evacuate’

and ‘rescue’ increases in the middle and then decreases. The

Figure 15: CLL words in all-scale PCA (top), and multiscale

PCA (bottom)

word ‘death’ dominates in this group and peaks on the seventh

day. In fig. 14b and fig. 14c, the words ‘food’ which peaks

on the fourth day, and ‘hospital’ which peaks on the second

day, dominates over other words in their respective charts. In

fig. 14d, the word ‘energy’ is the most frequent. In fig. 14e,

all the words displayed peak on the seventh day. In fig. 14f,

the word ‘road’ is the most dominant and the word ‘traffic’ is

the least frequent.

Before applying clustering we represent the candidate words

in the reduced feature space created by all-scale PCA and

Table III: Closest words to cluster centroids

assistance sustained big footage police husband
group landfall law apocalyptic finds unexpected

companies stay pieces happened surveys copies
deserve downgraded remain west shocked war

chairman near creates bush lady octane
insurers advisory hopes stock technology fighters

customer politics spoke kid visits publicly
slow radar golf towns logs targeted

number ashore email journal cats hidden
climbed bands tests cease spells gotten

homeowners warn spends apple unprepared water
deaths winds golfing yesterday lawn serving

Table IV: Closest words to CLL centroids

search food health electricity phone traffic
rescue gathered assess board died rejected
rubble children officers efforts counties temporary

concern answers businesses spent available damage
crews government talked days month judge
teams drones operating recovery mission definitely

survivors struggling things inmates meet swept
idea furious help eastern number sucks

article water office story media comfort
homeless provided thank helping students bridge
complete looters stealth hand department waste
weekend victims losses residents mobile shattered
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Table V: Tweets representing words in CLL clusters

Tweets with matching CLL clusters
”On Tuesday, cadaver dogs found 2 bodies in the rubble of Mexico Beach, a captain of a FEMA Urban Search and Rescue Task Force

’
”

”Search-and-rescue teams rushed to reach communities that Hurricane Michael leveled, hoping to find survivors ”
Attention all Home Depot employees our HD 0207 is having a food drive for the victims of Hurricane Michael.
Many residents said their food and water were running out. They were worried about the small children among them.
A big thank you to the UF Health ShandsCair Critical Care Transport Program teams and all first responders for help
We have a team of officers who are providing disaster behavioral health support for emergency response
Hundreds of thousands of residents are left without water or electricity for days in the wake of Hurricane Michael.
I survived hurricane Michael and after three and half days without electricity...
”So many organizations are helping after Hurricane Michael, even using drones to get food and phones to the people.”
”Traffic Update: Residents of Bain bridge, Georgia experienced heavy damage from Hurricane , but they haven’t let that put a damper on heir hopes”
Hurricane Michael caused 1.7 million electricity outages in the south-eastern US.
”Our shelter in Atlanta, GA is accepting students who are fleeing Hurricane Michael. The phone number and address are..”

multiscale PCA. The candidate words projected in the reduced

space with all-scale PCA and multiscale PCA displayed in

fig. 15. The interesting observation at this stage is that, the

candidate words that are semantically connected are very

closely placed (e.g., ‘search’ and ‘rescue’, ‘health’ and ‘med-

ical’, etc.). Some words with strong ambiguity (e.g., ‘power’,

‘communication’, etc.) show a different characteristic. We

examined the tweets and found that the word ‘power’ has been

used in the sense of strength (e.g., ‘political power’, ‘power of

a community’, etc.) and the word ‘communication’ has been

used to convey verbal and physical interaction instead of the

cellphone network.

We apply K-means clustering with pre-selected words that

represent the CLL(s) centroids. The words that we chose

to be centroids are ‘search’, ‘food’, ‘health’, ‘electricity’,

‘phone’ and ‘traffic’. We compare the word clusters formed

with randomized initialization with that of pre-defined CLL

centroids. The words closest to the centroids of the cluster with

the randomized initialization in affinity features are displayed

in table. III. The words closest to the CLL centroids in each

cluster are given in the table. IV. Notice that randomization is

not able to pick up the CLL(s) as topics and hence we end up

with clusters that are not very meaningful. We investigate the

quality of the clusters by observing the word associations from

actual. Some examples of tweets containing the words in the

clusters with CLL centroids are shown in table. V. We observe

that the clusters with the CLL centroids are much more

meaningful in terms of word associations than the randomized

clusters. Notice that, even though the features are created from

time, frequency components, they reflect word co-occurrence

and contextual similarity. We observe that words such as

‘rescue’ and ‘teams’ are placed in the cluster with centroid

‘search’; ‘water’ is placed in the same cluster as ‘food’ which

also contains words with strong association for the context,

such as ‘struggling’, ‘provided’, ‘looters’. Even the words

that are not highlighted have semantic similarity, for example,

‘mobile’ is placed in the group with ‘phone’ as centroid,

‘crews’ is placed with ‘teams’, ‘helping’ is placed with ‘hand’.

We find that, even though the word clusters by randomized

initialization show distinct themes of conversations, they are

not necessarily good representative of the CLL(s). On the

other hand, clusters created with CLL centroids are much more

reflective of their individual CLL.

VIII. CONCLUSION

With the recent avalanche of natural disasters, we are in con-

stant need of efficient and inexpensive solutions. During the

hurricanes in the past couple of years, even with the developed

disaster management systems, people struggled to convey their

actual situations with the authorities. In their cry-for-help Twit-

ter posts, they shared their helplessness publicly to get proper

attention. The government’s initiative to identify social media

as a credible source of information is a massive motivation in

this field of research. Unfortunately, the challenges of social

media data are almost always resolved with human-in-the-

loop solutions. Technologically advanced automated told and

applications with social media data can assist the government

and non-government authorities to broadcast their updates

and identify disaster-related messages quickly and efficiently.

Our work of analyzing tweets with signal processing tools

like wavelets, open a different horizon in identifying context

without semantic ontology. We show that wavelet features

can reflect the transient nature of context in social media

during a natural disaster. The cluster reflects the topic that

co-exists in both time and frequency of their occurrence. The

time-frequency features created through CWT show promising

semantic coherence without using any linguistic inputs. The

success of this approach will lie in adding efficient input

from domain experts. With the help of domain knowledge,

our method of wavelet-based features on social media can

be used in multiple applications. A direct application of the

process explained in this paper is tweet categorization using

word clusters which we are currently working on. Another

interesting application can be identifying the localization of

specific topics in both time and frequency domain. These

applications can be used to provide emergency responders with

decision support tools from pre-labeled messages.
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